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COULD “TONTINES” EXPAND THE MARKET FOR LONGEVITY INSURANCE?

By Gal Wettstein*

Introduction

A big challenge facing retirees is how to draw down their nest egg in retirement. The main consideration is insuring against “longevity risk” – the possibility of outliving one’s savings – without unduly restricting spending. One solution is to buy an annuity, which converts wealth into an income stream that is guaranteed until death. Common annuities include Social Security and traditional employer pensions. However, Social Security is not intended to be the sole source of retirement income and pensions in the private sector are rapidly disappearing, so buying an additional annuity with savings is often a good idea. Yet few people actually do.

Many reasons exist for the lack of annuitization. These include the complexity of the product and the fear of giving up one’s wealth and then dying too soon to “break even.” A simpler reason is price, since annuity prices include a premium to protect the insurer selling the policy against longevity risk. Given the lack of interest in annuities, some policy experts have begun advocating an alternative form of longevity insurance – a “tontine” – which would require insurers to assume less risk and, in turn, charge lower premiums. Tontines, which do not currently exist in the marketplace, are the topic of this brief.

The discussion proceeds as follows. The first section describes a basic tontine and how it differs from an annuity. The second section discusses the legal status of tontines. The third section explores the central tradeoff of a tontine: lower cost for less insurance. The fourth section describes a way to eliminate a potential downside of the payout pattern of tontines. The final section concludes that some of the enthusiasm for tontines is well placed but drawbacks also exist.

What Is a Tontine?

A tontine (named after 17th century Italian financier Lorenzo de Tonti) is formed when a group of people pool their resources and risks to redistribute wealth from the dead to the living. A simple tontine involves a group of investors who each buy a share of a fund that pays out returns that are divided among the remaining living members. The biggest difference between tontines and other standard investments is that last piece – only the living get paid; the dead and their heirs get nothing. In contrast, when a mutual fund owner passes away, his share goes to his estate’s beneficiaries.

* Gal Wettstein is a research economist with the Center for Retirement Research at Boston College.
So far, a tontine sounds just like an annuity. The notion that only living members get paid a benefit is a common feature of both tontines and annuities (at least annuities without survivor benefits). But the two vehicles differ in their payout streams and treatment of risks. A tontine guarantees an equal share of the fund’s returns for all investors, which is only a relatively modest amount of income initially. However, the actual yield to the surviving participants increases as other investors die. In contrast, an actuarially fair annuity guarantees a higher payout to start, but no growth in the amount paid as people die.\(^3\)

The original tontines were run by monarchs, who used the pool of money from tontine investors to finance wars or pay off debt. The attraction for the crown was that tontine participants were willing to loan money at a lower interest rate than traditional lenders in exchange for the possibility of “winning the gamble” and collecting higher payouts over time. This original tontine was not specifically designed as a retirement instrument, as the payout could be set to begin for individuals of any age, even children.

The current conversation among economists and finance experts, though, focuses on the potential of tontines to offer longevity insurance for retirees.\(^4\) For example, consider an illustrative payout pattern over a 30-year period in which all tontine participants start at age 65 (see Figure 1). This illustration assumes that participants pay $10,000 up front to join a tontine with a constant 4-percent real interest rate. Payouts increase for surviving participants as other participants die. For comparison, the figure also displays the payout from a fair annuity with the same initial investment. The payment streams of the two instruments have the same expected present value.\(^6\)

Since tontines sound pretty similar to an actuarially fair annuity but with a slightly different benefit payout, a logical question is: why do they not exist? The answer is rooted in the past.

### Are Tontines Legal?

The first tontine in the United States was marketed by a company called Equitable in 1868. Soon after, most other U.S. insurance companies followed suit and, by 1905, an estimated 7.5 percent of national wealth was held in tontine policies.\(^7\) This widespread popularity of tontines in the past may be one reason people are enthusiastic about trying to bring them back.\(^8\)

These historical tontines differed from the basic tontine described above, because they did not pay out regular benefits. Rather, they accumulated returns and assets forfeited by those who exited the tontine with the promise of a payout to survivors when the tontine dissolved after a specified period (typically 20 years).\(^9\) These tontines therefore led to a large build-up of assets managed by the insurance companies, since no money was going out over the initial period. Lax regulation, coupled with the large accumulated funds at insurers’ discretion, ultimately led to extensive corruption, culminating in the Armstrong Commission in New York State in 1905. The commission recommended prohibiting financial schemes without annual payouts, rendering tontines, as they were set up then, illegal in New York. Other states followed suit, and within a few years tontines disappeared.

What remains unclear is whether regulations barring the tontines of the early 20th century would apply to a basic tontine today— a product with a modest guaranteed annual payout that rises as members die. Such a tontine might be legal. But is it a good idea?

### The Tontine Tradeoff: Lower Cost for Less Insurance

One problem with annuities is that premiums tend to be high because the insurer bears the risk of their customers living longer on average than expected. This systemic longevity risk is magnified because the people who benefit most from an annuity, and are thus more likely to buy one, are those who expect to
live a long time. Such a risk to the insurer can also occur due to a medical breakthrough, such as a cure for cancer, that leads to an unanticipated increase in average lifespans for the whole population in the potential risk pool. The main advantage of tontines is that they take this risk off the provider, making the product cheaper. Conversely, a negative of tontines is that the risk is passed onto the customer instead.\textsuperscript{10}

If tontine participants generally live longer than expected, each one would receive smaller payments than originally anticipated (see Figure 2), since the tontine provider divides the same total annual payout among a larger number of survivors.\textsuperscript{11} The provider’s job is thus simple and does not even require an insurer, just an administrator. In contrast, an annuity provider needs to keep a buffer of assets in case the pool of participants lives longer than expected in order to maintain the promised level of payments. Consequently, the need for such insurance requires the firm to charge a risk premium that makes the expected return in a competitive annuity lower than the expected return in a tontine.

Thus, the choice between tontines and annuities comes down to how much a participant is willing to pay in lower returns to eliminate the risk of all participants living longer on average.\textsuperscript{12} The annuity eliminates this risk for the participants, but the tontine does not.

### A Tontine Providing Steady Expected Income

Aside from the smaller amount of insurance that tontines provide, the pattern of the payments could also be a drawback. As noted, individuals who survive a long time enjoy a sharp increase in the size of their payment.\textsuperscript{13} However, receiving a lot of money when one is very old may not be that useful if health problems limit its enjoyment. A way to address this potential concern is to modify the payout pattern. This option, called a “natural tontine,” would provide the steady expected payouts associated with an annuity.\textsuperscript{14}

Here’s how it would work. Consider a group of investors with similar survival probabilities who all invest in a natural tontine at the same age. To achieve a steady expected payout, the tontine administrator would tie the total payout at any time (summed over all survivors) to the expected survival probabilities of the investors. The payout per participant would be calculated using an “annuity factor,” which gives the expected value of an income stream based on the group’s survival probabilities and an interest rate.\textsuperscript{15}

**Figure 2. Per-Survivor Payouts from a Basic Tontine and a Fair Annuity, under Expected and Higher-Than-Expected Survival Rates**
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Notes: See endnote 5. The “higher survival rate” scenario assumes survival rates are 20 percent higher than expected. \textit{Source:} Author’s calculations assuming cohort mortality at age 65 from U.S. Social Security Administration (2017).

Under the payout calculation, total payouts from the tontine would decline over time along with the survival probabilities of members, but the payout \textit{per survivor} is expected to remain constant because it is pegged to the expected mortality of the average participant. For example, the probability of a 65-year-old surviving to age 85 is about 56 percent. So, for a tontine in which all participants enter at age 65, the total payout in the twentieth year would be 56 percent of the payout in the first year.

However, the natural tontine still does not cover systemic longevity risk so, if the pool as a whole is unexpectedly long-lived, the payment that each individual receives would no longer remain level but instead decline over time just as under a basic tontine.

### Conclusion

Some finance experts believe that tontines could offer a more appealing way to provide longevity insurance than annuities. The main reason is that tontines are less expensive than annuities. However, the flip side is that they also provide less insurance. Specifically, tontines do not guard against the systemic risk that the pool of participants will live longer than actuaries expect. If tontines did exist, they would likely make the most sense as part of a larger portfolio that also includes some liquid wealth and annuities.
Endnotes

1 See Sass (2016).

2 In some such schemes, the principal of the tontine fund is eventually distributed to the final (or final few) investors still living – potentially a large fortune.

3 Of course, an insurer must charge some premium above the actuarially fair price, but the notion of a fair annuity provides a benchmark for comparison with a tontine. A fair annuity offers the same expected present value at the time of purchase as the cost of buying it. Inflation-adjusted annuities have nominal benefits that grow over time with inflation. A tontine, as described, would have a similar property, since it would pay out real returns.


5 Figure 1 assumes all participants enter at age 65, the investment earns a 4-percent real return, and the principal of the tontine is distributed among those who live past age 95.

6 After 30 years, the tontine payout conditional on survival begins to become much larger than the annuity, even in present value terms.

7 Ransom and Sutch (1987).


9 Other differences included participation in the tontine being based on paying regular installments as opposed to one initial lump sum; forfeiture of assets not only in case of death but also in case of lapsed regular payments; and a pairing of all these tontine policies with a life insurance policy. For details, see Ransom and Sutch (1987).

10 A second source of longevity risk is “individual risk,” when a few individuals live longer than expected. With either annuities or tontines, individual risk becomes less and less likely as the pool becomes large due to the law of large numbers. For example, if there is a 1-percent chance of dying during a year, then any five people are very likely to all survive; however, we would expect close to 10 out of 1,000 people to die. Thus, as the pool grows, individual longevity risk to the insurer declines. In contrast, the size of the pool does not have any effect on systemic longevity risk.

11 Of course, survival rates could also be lower than expected, which would yield higher-than-expected tontine payouts.

12 A new study (Milvesky et al. 2018), using Canadian data for recent decades, finds that a typical annuity would have yielded a somewhat lower return than a hypothetical tontine.

13 Regarding the game-like nature of a tontine, Adam Smith wrote about the optimism bias which might drive participation in such a gamble: that people are often overconfident in their own likelihood of living a long time and are therefore willing to participate in the “tontine lottery” (Smith 2000).


15 This amount is equal to the cumulative survival probability to year $j$ of the tontine, $s(j)$, discounted by the gross interest rate, $1+R$, compounded to year $j$, summed over all the years of the tontine until the final year, $\omega$: $\sum_{j=1}^{\omega} s(j) (1+R)^j$. 
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